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EXTRACT FROM: HOODED PLOVER COUNT 2014
BY J DRIESSEN & G MAGUIRE

In November 2014, the Biennial Count of Hooded Plovers took place across
eastern Australia and Kangaroo Island. This survey has been taking place
since 1980 and utilizes the services of hundreds of volunteers. This season
426 volunteers took part. Training was provided, and inexperienced people
were teamed with more experienced participants.
The timing of the survey coincided with the nesting/breeding season of these
birds and covered about 95% of the population.
Adult Hooded Plover
Birds Australia Website

A total of 1,412 Hooded Plovers were counted which is about 47% of the
world’s population of the eastern subspecies. This number is 164 up on the
2012 survey, possibly because more suitable habitat was looked at this time.
The Mornington Peninsula has the second highest number of birds in the country. (2.15 birds per kilometre).
Some of the main threats to populations are weeds, including Marram Grass (Ammophila arenaria) and Sea
Wheat Grass (Thinopyrum junceiforme). These species were introduced in order to stabilize dune systems, but
have since created a dune structure that does not favour the Hooded Plover. The birds prefer sparse vegetation,
in low lying areas, to nest. The changed dune shape pushes them to nest in lower areas, opening them to the
threat of tidal destruction.
IMELDA DOUGLAS
SPIFFA AGM & BBQ
As usual, this will be held at
Higginbotham’s Winery, 194
Nepean Highway Dromana
(near Wallaces Road) on Monday 7th December 2015.
BBQ begins 6.00 pm. BYO
food, crockery and cutlery.
Alcoholic drinks available at
the bar.
If fire ban day, bring cold
foods.
AGM follows, with SPEAKER
Brian Bainbridge, outgoing
IFFA President (our parent
association) & 21 year Ecological Restoration Planner for the
Merri Creek Management
Committee.
See website: www.spiffa.org for
further information or phone
5986 6566. Always a great evening! See you?

THE HOODED PLOVER OR DOTTEREL
(Thinornis rubricollis –Charadriidae)
The adult Hooded Plover “is a medium-sized sandy-brown plover. It has
a black head and a white nape, and the black hindneck collar extends
around and forks onto the breast. The underparts are white. The iris is
dark brown, with a red eye ring. The legs are pink”. (Birds Australia).
Juveniles do not have the black head and have more of the sandy-brown.
Their legs are orange.
Hooded Plovers in eastern Australia inhabit sandy ocean beaches, where
they are exposed to the huge swells and high and king tides. As the birds
mostly nest in shallow scrapes on the beach, king tides can sweep away
their nests and chicks. Spinifex grasses make a better habitat for them as
their long strands are not as dense as
Marram or Wheat grasses, and therefore
do not impede the birds’ progress, yet
still keep the dune stable.
Apart from natural predators such as
raptors, serious damage to numbers is
caused by foxes, dogs, cats and black
rats. To help, don’t sit between nests
and the water, avoid roped-off areas
and keep dogs on a leash. Refer Birds
Australia or Friends of Hooded Plover.

Hooded Plover Chick
Birds Australia Website

WHY WETLANDS ARE SO IMPORTANT.
EXTRACT: RAMSAR CONVENTION ON WETLANDS FACTSHEET
Traditionally, we have viewed wetlands as places “to be
drained, filled in, burnt off and re-purposed.”
As a result , as scientific studies show, 64% of the world’s
wetlands have disappeared since 1900, and 87% since 1700.
Wetlands are defined as “land areas that are saturated or
flooded with water, either permanently or seasonally”. They
include “marshes, ponds, lakes, fens, rivers, floodplains, and
swamps...saltwater marshes, estuaries, mangroves, lagoons
and...coral reefs”. There are also human-made ponds, rice
paddies and salt pans.
Tootgarook Swamp. Photo Friends Tootgarook Their size can range from less than a hectare to the Panatal of
Brazil, Bolivia and Paraguay, which is “three times the size
Wetland Reserves 1991—low water year.
of Ireland”.
As less than 3% of the world’s water is fresh “and most of that is frozen” and each human requires 20-50 litres
per day for various uses, (and that’s not mentioning wild or large herds of farmed animals - ed), we need wetlands which provide fresh water and help replenish the groundwater aquifers. These in turn provide food such
as fish: “Most commercial fish depend on coastal wetlands for part of their life cycle”. Rice, which is “the staple diet of nearly three billion people” is grown in wetland paddies, and makes up “20% of the world’s nutritional intake... Almost two billion people in Asia and 380 million Europeans depend on groundwater aquifers
for their water supply”.
Importantly too, wetlands “purify and filter harmful waste from water”, such as pesticides, heavy metals and
toxins from mining, industry and agriculture. These are absorbed into the wetland sediments, plants and marine
animals.
“Peatlands and wet grasslands in river basins act as natural sponges, absorbing rainfall, creating wide surface
pools and reducing floods in streams and rivers. This...also helps safeguard against drought. Mangroves,
saltmarshes and coral reefs all reduce the speed and height of storm surges...and increase resilience against climate change”. This is especially so as wetlands are great storages of carbon: “Peatlands alone cover about 3%
of the world’s land area, but ...hold 30% of all carbon stored on land... twice the amount stored in all the
world’s forests”. Alarmingly, when these are burned or drained for agriculture, they reverse to a carbon
source. “CO2 emissions from peatland fires, drainage and extraction equate to 10% of all annual fossil
fuel emissions”
Crucially, wetlands are home to “more than 100,000 known freshwater species... And this number is growing...From 1999 to 2009, 257 new species of freshwater fish were discovered in the Amazon”. Many amphibians and reptiles, as well as migrating birds, inhabit and breed in wetlands, (thus providing a balanced ecology
where mosquitoes and other species are kept under control - ed). 61.8 million humans, too, earn their living and
support their families from fishing and aquaculture. Sustainably managed wetlands provide timber, vegetable oil,
medicinal plants, stems and leaves for weaving and fodder for animals.
To find how you can help to protect the remaining wetlands, check www.ramsar.org and in the meantime enjoy
visiting and just being there.
Nankeen Night Heron . Photo Mick Douglas
Our own Wetland Warriors Jess and Cameron and others
Birdlife September 2013
have been documenting the species and attributes of
Tootgarook Swamp/Wetlands, and have taken the information to Shire Council, VCAT and government departments in an effort to protect this valuable asset, with
some success. However, parts of it are still under threat of filling and subdividing. The ‘swamp’ is vital to the
southern Peninsula because it acts as a significant drainage and filter system. The biodiversity of birds, animals
and plants ensure its health. You can learn more from Friends of Tootgarook Wetland Reserves, where you can
register to become a member, help with weeding, any special expertise or just ’being there’. Or check
SPIFFA’s website: www.spiffa.org for current news.
JAN DWYER

GARDENING FOR THE BIRDS!
A new book “ Birdscaping Australian Gardens: Using Native Plants to Attract
Birds to Your Garden” by George Adams, shows us how to plant bird attracting
species to our gardens. His love of birds has spanned 35 years and grew from his
work as an architect and he sees gardens as a vital part of securing the future of
Australian birds, many of which are very close to extinction.
George has very little time for exotic species as he sees them as “...biologically
dead and won’t contribute anything...” and encourages the planting of local species of bird-attracting flora in our gardens and on balconies, should we live in cities. The book gives a wealth of information to help in creating such spaces, including bird lists, beautiful photos and plant recommendations.

EASTERN YELLOW ROBIN
E BERTOTTO

Birdscapes are not just for home gardeners. In fact, he sees an ideal situation
where people bring their neighbours and even local councils on board to create
bird, butterfly and insect friendly environments throughout our suburbs.
Adams is a fan of artificially helping things along with the introduction of birdbaths and nesting boxes (but not of bird feeders) and also of being vigilant against
introduced birds like (Common or Indian) Mynahs, Starlings and Blackbirds.

HONEY BEE
WIKIPEDIA

Healthy bird and insect life in the garden is not just good for the birds and pleasant
for us, but birds are of course, good for our plants. He cites as an example a citrus
farmer, who kept corridors of natural vegetation between his fruit trees, which
attracted birdlife, which in turn kept insect attack of his citrus to a minimum.
(Local Higginbothams Winery kept nearby trees which enabled Kookaburras and
other birds to prey on introduced pest birds, thus reducing attacks on fruit by starlings. Ed).
We are very lucky in Australia to have so many beautiful species of birds and it is
always a joy to have them visit us at home. We can help this process along by
creating a birdscape in our own gardens, thus doing our bit to ensure a certain future for our native birds.
IMELDA DOUGLAS
(From an article in The Age Spectrum by M. Backhouse, Sept 26th 2015)
Editor’s Note: It is well to remember that it is best to plant species indigenous to
your local area, as they will be adapted to the soil and climate and will already
have a mutually beneficial relationship with indigenous birds, such as honey eaters. These actually help with pollination. Planting a variety of locally adapted
indigenous plants also avoids over-planting of a particular species which might
result in a predominance of one or two bird species, as the influx of larger honeyeaters at the expense of smaller ones in recent history has demonstrated. It is observable that native birds are found in numbers where there is native habitat,
though some have adapted to human habitat, while introduced birds tend to dominate in built-up areas, where introduced plants abound, such as vineyards and
home gardens, and where human food scraps are found, such as food consumption
areas at shopping centres (think of the sparrows).
Insects, including bees, also help your plants to thrive, and in turn they will thrive
while providing food for birds. It’s sort of ‘what goes around comes around’. All
are vital to a functioning ecology. Check out native plant nurseries in your area.
Don’t forget: ground covers, middle and upper storey plants!
J DWYER

BUTTERFLY:
GRASSES &
FLOWERS
ELAINE
BERTOTTO

L: NATIVE VIOLET
GROUNDCOVER
IMELDA DOUGLAS
R: CORREA
REFLEXA: SMALL
SCHRUB
J DWYER

SPOTTED PARDALOTE
CAMERON BROWN

SUNDEW: GROUNDCOVER
J DWYER

INTRODUCED PEST BIRDS
THE INDIAN or COMMON MYNAH (Acridotheres tristis) FROM: www.spiffa.org
This pest bird “was introduced into the cane fields of north-eastern Queensland in 1883,
to combat insect pests, particularly plague locusts and cane beetles. Other releases occurred, and by the 1940s and 1950s it was established in many eastern metropolitan
areas...” A landowner in Red Hill “had many of these pest animals around and had very
few native birds as a result”. With the aid of a cage trap and some carbon monoxide, he
has despatched a large number of Mynahs, with an “instant increase in the native (bird)
population as a result”. This is reducing, to some extent, the effects of “wholesale” loss
of habitat and predation by introduced animals. Cages can be purchased from Danny in
Somerville (0414 766 577). Birds Australia also has suggestions for management of
this and other pest birds. See www.birdsinbackyards.net
COMMON STARLING (Sturnus vulgaris): www.birdsinbackyards.net
These are easily identified by the glossy purple-green-black feathers. Once common to European woodlands, they were “introduced into Australia in the late 1850s
through to 1870. (The species) has become well established and is expanding its
range”. Starlings feed ‘mainly on the ground and often in vast flocks” on “spiders,
worms, human scraps and fruit crops”. They nest in hollows and are “aggressive
when competing for nesting sites and...drive out native species”. (Again with
vast loss of trees with hollows, native birds are greatly disadvantaged. Replacement plantings can take two to three hundred years to develop suitable hollows.
Ed).
COMMON BLACKBIRD (Turdus merula): www.birdsinbackyards.net
Introduced to Australia in the 1850s, this bird is well established in the south-eastern
states, and a common inhabitant of our gardens and in our reserves. The male is black
with “deep orange to yellow bill, a narrow yellow eye-ring and dark legs”. The female
is brown with a ‘dark bill and legs”. The species mainly forages and scratches on the
ground, thus being a pest to gardeners; eats “insects, earthworms, snails, spiders and a
range of seeds and fruits” thus spreading weed-seeds of such species as pittosporum
and cotoneaster. It also has a reputation for aggression towards small native birds, pushing eggs from the nests.
BIRDS, BEES AND PESTICIDES: An email from Carys Afoko, SumOfUs
(sumofus.org), 22nd August inst, sounded the alarm about the harm neonicotinoids are doing, according to recent research, to birds as well as
bees. It is thought the neonicotinoids are “moving up the food
chain” - from plants to insects to
birds. This is a warning to all of us to reduce or better still, eradicate pesticides from our gardening methods. Apology for poor
quality of picture. Gremlins!
J DWYER
The debate about ‘controlled burning’ and the frequency thereof is now raging, thanks to courageous publicity
by Bob McDonald and others concerning the devastation to both bush and wildlife, not to mention to human
habitat and life, as in the latest out-of-control burn at Lancefield in Victoria. Apart from official burns, some
fires are lit by lightning strikes, but many others are lit either accidentally or deliberately, by people. It would
seem much more sensible to improve the fire-watch and readiness systems, rather than burning unnecessarily.
Appropo of this, Bush Heritage is asking for help to reduce risk of fire in Bon Bon Station Reserve, a home
to the Southern Hairy-nosed Wombat, by getting rid of the highly flammable invasive buffel grass there.
If you can help with a few dollars, ($25?) contact Gerard O’Neill, info@bushheritage.org.au
REMEMBER TO BE PREPARED AND STAY SAFE YOURSELF.

KIDS’ PAGE!
OK kids, I’m sure you can join the dots and fill in the missing
word on the top right .

IF YOU OR FRIENDS HAVE A BOAT, MAKE SURE YOU REMIND THE GROWN-UPS ABOUT THE
100 METRES. OTHERWISE THE ______________________CAN BE FRIGHTENED OR EVEN HURT.
HAVE FUN. ! Editor.

COMMITTEE 2015
PRESIDENT & SPEAKERS:
Gidja Walker, 5988 6529, gidja57@gmail.com
SECRETARY:
Phillip Jensen, spiffa.secretary@gmail.com
TREASURER:
Lucy Firth
MEMBERSHIP:
Jon Greening, memberships.secretary@gmail.com
FUND RAISING:
Tamara Hicks, 5981 2502
NEWSLETTER:
Imelda Douglas, imeldadouglas@gmail.com
Jan Dwyer, dwyerjan@gmail.com
SUPPER:
Jacqui Salter & Cathy Sansom
ON BEHALF OF ALL MEMBERS, WE EXTEND
MANY THANKS FOR THE HARD AND DEDICATED WORK OF ALL MEMBERS OF THE
COMMITTEE. A MAMMOTH JOB WELL
DONE!

A GOOD NEWS STORY
Mt Eliza Secondary College students have teamed up
with a seniors group to make nest boxes for Eastern
Rosellas and wood ducks, as shown in the photograph.
We applaud this project, young people need to get
involved in trying to preserve our environment and its
ecology. A hands-on approach will help develop an
understanding of and maybe love for nature and could
well inspire some of these students to be environmental warriors in the future. Well done, students,
seniors and teachers.
Thanks to Narelle Debenham for this contribution.

If undeliverable return to SPIFFA Inc
PO Box Rosebud Victoria 3939

MONTHLY MEETINGS
These are held at the Seawinds Hub, Allambie Ave.
West Rosebud, at 7.30pm on the first Monday of
the month, excepting January (New Year’s Day)
and November, (which is usually the day prior to
Melbourne Cup Day).
Meetings begin with an interesting speaker on environmental issues, followed by supper and socialising, then resume for plant identification (bring puzzling samples along) and lastly the business of the
night. All interested persons welcome for as long
as they wish to stay.

As part of a research project to protect koalas,
Desley Whisson, of School of Life and Environmental Sciences, Deakin University, is gathering
data of sightings of koalas on the Mornington Peninsula.
To report a sighting contact Desley:
desley.whisson@deakin.edu.au

